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Extender
Microsoft Dynamics GP

Customization without Code

Extend GP’s Data Capture: 
Create new windows for GP that let you 
add business specific data to any Microsoft 
Dynamics GP transaction or master record in 
just minutes. Simply label the fields and choose 
from 17 different field types—all without writing a 
single line of code.

Context Sensitive Data Capture: 
Have your new windows become available only 
when you need them. Capture different types of 
data against different types of records, all based 
on your own rules.

Create Custom Entities:  
Create your own setup, master records, or 
transaction screens by building brand new 
independent data entry screens. Use the data 
collected to link to windows, combine with other 
forms, create data in GP via SmartConnect or 
use on reports. Build your own mini application 
with Extender.

Report on your New Data: 
Every piece of data you capture in your 
new screens can be easily included in your 
reporting. Add the data to SmartLists, Excel 
Reports, Report Writer, BI Reports. Extender 
creates SQL views for all your new screens to 
make reporting easy.

Better than Dex: 
Take Extender the next step by making your 
screens do things with Extender logic. Move 
data from one place to another, enable and 
disable fields, have context specific calculations 
and pull data from GP tables into these windows. 
Extender helps to keep the cost of upgrades 
low by eliminating the need to go back to your 
developer for new versions. Simply install the 
new Extender build and you are upgraded.

Connect with the eOne Stack:  
Use SmartConnect to turn the data you just 
captured into more Dynamics GP master or 
transaction data. Use SmartConnect to import data 
from anywhere into your new custom Extender 
screens. For easy reporting use SmartList Builder 
and Excel Report Builder to combine all your 
Extender fields with regular GP data. 
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New Screens

No Code

5000 customers

New Fields

Easy to Report

Cheaper Upgrades

Extender was the way we made GP fit perfectly 
into the world of commercial washing machines. 
We used Extender to build 23 new screens for 
Dynamics GP – all by ourselves and without a 
programmer. We then went the next step and 
had the eOne team help with making some 
of those screens do things with logic and 
integration points.

Troy Kent, 
IT Manager, Auto-Chlor

Make Dynamics GP fit 
your business without 
writing a single line of 
code. Extender puts you 
in control by letting you 
capture the data you 
need, when and where 
you need it.

Extender ensures you 
can take control of your 
Dynamics GP system to 
make it work exactly the 
way you need. You do not 
have to fit your business 
into Dynamics GP — 
change Dynamics GP 
to fit your business—all 
without writing a single 
line of code. 

Extender makes GP 
the most flexible ERP 
software on the market.

Take Control: Make GP work for you



Extender 
You’re in control
The options are all in your hands. Create windows, detail 
windows, forms, detail forms, notes windows, use multiple 
identifiers to get the screen just how you want it. Each new form 
can contain up to 30 fields plus 120 fields on extra buttons.

Exact GP look and feel
Extender builds screens that look exactly like a regular GP 
screen. Each screen will contain highlighted required fields, 
browse buttons, drill down to other GP records, print screen, 
lookups, drop down lists, and links to Smartlist. Your users will 
believe these screens are a standard part of “your” GP system.

  Two way integrations between  
  Microsoft CRM and Dynamics GP

  Two way integrations between  
  SalesForce.com and Dynamics GP

  Excel templates to do your GP  
  data entry right in Excel

  Manage CRM opportunities,  
  addresses, contacts and  
  activities in Excel

Extender Enterprise 
The Big Brother Difference
Add logic to make your new screens 
clever. Extender logic allows you to take 
your design and add that little extra code 
behind it to complete a full solution. You 
can set specific field values, retrieve data 
from other GP screens or tables, perform 
complex calculations, update SQL tables, 
hide fields and disable fields.
 
Build custom searches using Extender’s 
own search and enquiry screens. Color 
coded records make it easy to find what 
you are looking for.

Trigger logic everywhere in GP
When you enter, exit, change, open, close, or print anything 
in GP you can trigger Extender logic to run. This puts all the 
power in your hands to truly make GP do all the heavy lifting 
you need it to do:

  Execute custom scripts

  Run SQL

  Run macros

  Open other Extender screens

  Open GP screens

  Enable and disable fields

  Run an application

  4 Short String   4 Labels
 
  4 Long String

  4 Numbers
 
  4 Currency

 
  4 Calculations

 
  4 Accounts 

 
  4 Check boxes

 
  4 Dates

 
  4 Folders 
  

 
  4 Linked Lookup

 
  4 Percentage

 
  4 Lists 

 
  4 Lookups

 
  4 File

Extender has virtually unlimited capabilities. 
I haven’t found anything I can’t do with it.

Tom Jenkins
Controller, Astrocare Home Healthcare

We searched high and low for a fully integrated 
subscriptions management solution. Extender gave 
us a solution tailored to our business. It has saved us 
thousands and helped to grow our business through 
superior reporting and analysis.

Angus Geddes
CEO, Fat Prophets


